Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting
If you ally compulsion such a referred Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting books that will pay for you
worth, get the totally best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to droll books,
lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are with launched, from best seller to one of the most
current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting that we will
categorically offer. It is not roughly speaking the costs. Its just about what you need currently. This Vogue
Knitting The Ultimate Knitting , as one of the most vigorous sellers here will totally be in the course of the best
options to review.

Vogue Knitting Very Easy Sweaters Vogue Knitting Magazine 2013 Provides crafters of all skill levels with
fifty sweater patterns from some of the knitting industry's most popular designers, including Cathy Carron,
Louisa Harding, and Tom Scott.
Vogue Knitting Vogue Knitting Magazine 1989 Briefly traces the history of knitting, discusses yarns, tools,
and basic techniques, and tells how to design, make, finish, and care for knitware
Amy Herzog's Ultimate Sweater Book Amy Herzog 2018-10-16 A comprehensive guide to knitting
sweaters and designing and modifying sweater patterns, by the author of You Can Knit and Knit to Flatter. Yarn
and fiber enthusiasts everywhere will celebrate the latest addition to Amy Herzog’s beloved knitting series
(which includes You Can Knit That, Knit to Flatter, and Knit Wear Love). This essential guide details every
aspect of sweater knitting, starting with instructions for four basic sweater types: yoke, raglan, drop shoulder,
and set-in sleeve. Patterns are offered in multiple sizes and yarn gauges for broad appeal. Following the basics
for each of the four sweater types are a diverse range of customizing options, including how to add a hood,
cowl neck, turtleneck, pockets, and zip or cardigan front, just to name a few. Amy’s clear instruction and
expert tips expand the many knitting possibilities, creating the essential knitting resource for knitters
everywhere.
Stitch 'n Bitch Crochet Debbie Stoller 2006-01-01 A lively introduction to the art of crochet brings together
detailed, step-by-step instructions, tips on tools and materials, fundamental techniques, and an array of
creative designs and projects that are perfect for beginning needleworkers. Simultaneous.
Vogue Knitting Knitopedia Trisha Malcolm 2011 An A-to-Z reference of more than 400 articles on knitting
techniques, history and lore is illustrated with color photos, illustrations, charts, patterns and maps.
Getting Started Knitting Socks Ann Budd 2007-08-06 From cast-on stitches to binding off, this handbook
details the simple steps needed to turn seemingly complicated sock knitting projects into easy and enjoyable
activities. Helpful photographs and instructional drawings ensure that even inexperienced knitters will be able
to produce high-quality socks and handle more complicated techniques, such as the Kitchener stitch at the toe.
Using instructions for five different sizes--from child through adult large--at five different gauges, knitters can
produce styles ranging from delicate dress socks to thick and furry slipper socks. More adventurous knitters
can add variety and flair by following one of 16 unique designs or trying one of the dozens of rib, cable, and
lace patterns provided. With plenty of tips and a handy stitch dictionary, this guide unleashes the creativity
and fun of sock knitting.
Vogue Knitting the Ultimate Guide for Beginners Vogue Knitting Magazine 2020 Anyone can knit--and who
better to explain the essentials than Vogue Knitting? The magazine's definitive guide to yarn, needles,
patterns, and, of course, knitting and purling, features beautiful step-by-step photographs that teach how to
cast on, bind off, and master a collection of stitches. It includes links to video instruction, and more than 20
easy first projects from Vogue Knitting that range from staples like scarves and hats to impressive sweaters.
Vogue Knitting Lace Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine 2021 Vogue Knitting Lace collects more than 40 lace
accessories, shawls, sweaters, and dresses from Vogue Knitting magazine for a diverse collection that will
leave knitters breathless. Delicate yet bold, lace is one of knitting's most beloved and beautiful techniques.
Diverse in every possible way, this collection includes many different types of projects over a range of skill
levels. Fingerless gloves, hats, shawls, pullovers, cardigans, and dresses are all included, varying in complexity

from small lace inserts to easy repeats to overall complex patterning. A great collection for both those just
starting to dabble with lace and those experienced in the technique, Vogue Knitting Lace packs beauty and
value into a stunning package.
Knitter's Handy Book of Patterns Ann Budd 2011-10-17 Offering charts and plans for making infant- through
adult-sized projects, this unique book provides knitters with a complete resource of more than 350 patterns for
caps, tams, scarves, vests, sweaters, mittens, gloves, and socks that are written for multiple gauges to
accommodate all weights of yarn from bulky to fingering. Also included are the basics of pattern design and
alteration to allow for the addition of different types of texture and color patterns or the modification of
existing patterns to accommodate more gauges. Patterns are also accompanied by an assortment of ideas for
edgings.
The Knitter's Book of Yarn Clara Parkes 2011-02-02 Not all yarns are alike. Some make our hearts and
hands sing, some get the job done without much fanfare, and some cause nothing but frustration and
disappointment. The gorgeous pair of socks that emerged from their first bath twice as long as when they went
in. The delicate baby sweater that started pilling before it even came off the needles. The stunning colorwork
scarf that you can’t wear because the yarn feels like sandpaper against your neck. If only there were a way to
read a skein and know how it would behave and what it wanted to become before you invested your time,
energy, and money in it. Now there is! With The Knitter’s Book of Yarn, you’ll learn how to unleash your inner
yarn whisperer. In these pages, Clara Parkes provides in-depth insight into a vast selection of yarns, giving you
the inside stories behind the most common fiber types, preparations, spins, and ply combinations used by
large-scale manufacturers and importers, medium-sized companies, boutique dye shops, community
spinneries, and old-fashioned sheep farms. And, because we learn best by doing, Parkes went to some of the
most creative and inquisitive design minds of the knitting world to provide a wide assortment of patterns
created to highlight the qualities (and minimize the drawbacks) of specific types of yarns. The Knitter’s Book of
Yarn will teach you everything you need to know about yarn: How it’s made, who makes it, how it gets to you,
and what it longs to become. The next time you pick up a skein, you won’t have to wonder what to do with it.
You’ll just know–the way any yarn whisperer would.
400 Knitting Stitches Potter Craft 2009 A comprehensive reference manual of hundreds of stitches is divided
into eight categories--knit-purl, crossed and cables, slipped, lacy, double, twisted, cast-off, and fancy
stitches--and includes an overview of basic knitting information and techniques, easy instructions and 440 fullcolor photos. Original.
Vogue Knitting, Revised and Updated Vogue Knitting Magazine 2018 The ultimate knitting reference, from the
world's most recognized knitting magazine, gets a thorough update--including 1,600 color images and brandnew sections with techniques and designs! First published in 1989, Vogue Knitting The Ultimate Knitting Book
instantly became a beloved resource for knitters. The second edition, released in 2002, further cemented its
place as the most trusted knitting resource. The past 15 years have seen many exciting advances in knitting,
and this update encompasses them all. It features an expanded library of cast-ons, increases, decreases, and
bind-offs; in-depth sections on newly favorite techniques such as brioche, entrelac, double knitting, and mosaic
knitting; and design and construction chapters that go beyond just sweaters to encompass dozens of options
for hats, mittens, socks, gloves, and more than 25 shawl shapes. Comprehensive chapters cover lace and
cabling, and provide even more Information than before on knitters' tools, correcting errors, finishing,
embellishing, and garment care to give you a masterly understanding of every stage of knitting. With updated,
revised, and fresh material throughout, 65 additional pages, and more than 1,600 photos and hand-drawn stepby-step illustrations, Vogue Knitting The Essential Knitting Book is surprisingly easy to navigate with thorough
indexing and footnote cross-referencing. From beginners needing to learn the very basics to seasoned knitters
wanting a refresher on a complex technique, every knitter will cherish this guide for years to come.
Designer Knits Trisha Malcolm 1998 The most popular features in Vogue(r) Knitting magazine are the sweaters
created by the world's top fashion designers. Now, for the first time ever, the best of these designer knits are
available in one stunning volume. More than 45 styles from some of the most prestigious names in fashion
design--DKNY, Calvin Klein, Perry Ellis, and others--are included. This is the most complete round-up of
designer knits ever published. From casual to elegant, classic to contemporary, with something for every
season and family member, these styles will inspire all knitters to pick up their needles and produce their own
handknit treasures. Instructions are meticulously updated to include the latest yarns, and a complete list of
yarn resources is provided. 160 pages (all in color), 9 1/4 x 11 1/2. NEW IN PAPERBACK
Vogue Knitting Shawls Trisha Malcolm 2006 The popular series for the "knitter on the go” showcases the
perfect take-along project: timeless, elegant shawls. Twenty classic designs--from gossamer lace creations and

glittery fashion statements to sturdy wraps made for warmth--span the seasons in style and color. They come
in unique shapes and forms, too, including round, triangle, and mitered, and in a range of skill levels. There are
even some patterns to crochet! And they’re all created by the best designers, such as Nicky Epstein, Fayla
Reiss, and Amy Bahrt, who contributes a charming and whimsical Sheep Shawl. Superbly photographed so that
beginners can follow easily, this is truly Vogue� fashion at its very finest.
Knitter's Handy Book of Top-Down Sweaters Ann Budd 2012-08-21 Fiber and yarn enthusiasts
nationwide will celebrate Ann Budd's latest addition to The Knitter's Handy Book series. Answering to a
growing interest in knitting sweaters from the top down and knitting seamless sweaters that require little
finishing, this handy book offers instructions for knitting five basic sweater types: circular yoke, raglan,
modified-drop shoulder, set-in sleeve, and saddle shoulder. Patterns are offered in multiple sizes and yarn
gauges and for a broad age group. Following the basics for each of the five sweater types are three diverse
patterns from top designers that illustrate some of the many ways that instructions can be used as
springboards for creative expression, including color, texture, and shaping variations. Also included for
intermediate to advanced knitters are personal design touches, detailed charts, clear instruction, and quick
tips to expand knitting possibilities and maintain creative originality. A key reference for knitters of all skill
levels, this is the new essential knitting resource on your bookshelf.
Cables Vogue Knitting International 2006 Presents basic and complex knitting stiches, each illustrated by a
color photograph of a knitted sample swatch.
Super Easy Knitting for Beginners Carri Hammett 2022-08-02 Super Easy Knitting for Beginners is the only
guide you will need to get started, teaching you knitting through fun and simple projects that will build your
confidence as you go.
The Knitted Hat Book Interweave Editors 2016-09-16 Get Ahead of the Crowd in these Fashion-Forward Hats!
Brimming with quick and fun-to-knit designs for stitchers of all skill levels, The Knitted Hat Book features a
modern take on classic knitted caps. In this top-notch collection, your favorite knitwear designers--Melissa
LaBarre, Alexis Winslow, Faina Goberstein, Meghan Babin, and Tanis Gray, and more--have created more than
20 head-turning toppers. • Hats of all shapes and styles: berets, beanies, tams, cloches, toques, and more • A
variety of stitch patterns, including cables, lace, Fair Isle, and slip stitch • Appliques, knitted flowers,
pompoms, and other creative embellishments • Versatile designs to take you through the seasons • Stylish
designs for gals and guys Everyone knows you can never knit enough hats. Whether you're looking for instant
knitting gratification, a few chic designs to perk up your wardrobe, or the perfect small project to hone new
skills, The Knitted Hat Book has you covered.
Vogue Knitting Art Joinnides 2015-04-14 This “best of” volume celebrates Vogue Knitting’s thirtieth
anniversary and is a must-have for knitters at all levels. Whether you are a young or an old knitter, a novice or
an expert, one thing remains true: Vogue Knitting magazine is the bible for innovative and inspiring knitted
garments. In the past decades, the handcrafted revolution has converted lovers of fashion and young people
alike into obsessive knitters. Vogue Knitting, the most respected knitting magazine in the world, has served as
an indispensable how-to guide for knitters with its beautiful and intricate patterns. This must-have volume
features the most sought-after patterns of Vogue Knitting from its launch in 1982 to the present. Reproducing
more than eighty full-color patterns by renowned designers such as Marc Jacobs, Twinkle, Oscar de la Renta,
and Cynthia Rowley, as well as various legends within the knitting community, this volume combines classic
and cutting-edge styles and will remain a timeless and essential book for knitters of all levels and styles. From
sweaters to suits, from elegant to edgy, Vogue Knitting features a range of patterns for beginners and experts
alike. In essence, this volume embodies what Vogue Knitting has stood for over the past thirty years:
inspiration, luxury, creativity, and fashion.
Vogue Knitting Quick Knits Trisha Malcolm 2002 Modern silhouettes, sensuous textures, sumptuous yarns:
these 55 projects from top knitwear designers are all beautiful, quick, easy, and fun to make. Whether you’re
making a pullover, poncho, coat, or accessories, you’ll discover a bounty of timeless fashions. “Excellent color
photographs and never-fail directions....Never dated; always responsive to crafter needs and
concerns.”—Booklist.
The Best of Vogue Knitting Magazine 2007 Presents twenty-five years worth of material from the knitting
magazine, offers valuable workshops on both beginner and expert knitting techniques, and features tips on the
design process.
Vogue Knitting Quick Reference Trisha Malcolm 2002-12-01 You're an avid knitter who wouldn't dream of
leaving home without needles and wool. Shouldn't you have a knitting reference you can take along, too? Here
it is; the knitter's indispensable companion, an exciting spiral-bound encyclopedia that's compact enough to fit

into a purse or knitting bag. Inspired by 'Vogue Knitting - The Ultimate Knitting Book', it answers all your
questions but doesn't weigh you down; from supplies, basic how-tos, and explanations of knitting instructions
to complicated stitch techniques, color blocking and finishing, it's filled with information on every conceivable
aspect of the craft. Easy to follow instructions, diagrams, and illustrations pack every page, along with
guidance on mending those mistakes, using a variety of different needles, dealing with color, and assembling
the pieces. There's even advice on designing and embellishing your garment. It's an essential addition to any
knitter's travel bag.
Vogue Knitting Soho Publishing LLC 2020 With more than 900 knitting patterns--including 100 that are
brand new--covering everything from knit and purl to colorwork, this is the most comprehensive knitting stitch
dictionary ever published. A companion volume to Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Knitting Book, this ultimate
stitch dictionary compiles the best of the Vogue Knitting Stitchionary series into a single huge and
comprehensive volume. More than 900 stitches, including 100 entirely new examples, encompass knit and purl
textures, cables, lace, colorwork, edgings, and other original combinations. Pulled from actual patterns that
appeared in Vogue Knitting magazine, these stitches come from a range of top designers and are as unique as
their creators. Use the patterns as written or tweak them, combine stitches for beautiful effects, and find
inspiration to design your own stitches, garments, and accessories. The patterns feature both text and chart
instructions whenever possible to accommodate every learning style. Featuring enhanced photography,
hundreds of additional charts, and an index, Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Stitch Dictionary is beautiful, userfriendly, and an endless source of creativity.
Ultimate Knitting Bible Sharon Brant 2016-10-01 Now available in paperback, this best-selling title is THE
essential guide to knitting. Whether you want to knit socks, use sequins and embroidery to embellish knitting,
adapt a pattern to fit you beautifully or produce the perfect pocket, you can find out how to do it here. A
comprehensive chapter on finishing your projects shows you how to get that really professional look and if you
do make a mistake, just flip to the ‘Troubleshooting’ chapter to see how to fix it. Each chapter of this essential
guide is devoted to one key area of knitting and provides clear and concise in-depth instructions along with
step-by-step instructions for basic principles and more advanced techniques. Learn the basic knit and purl
stitches, along with cast ons and cast offs, and in no time you will also be increasing and decreasing with ease.
Once you’re comfortable with the basic stitches, explore structure and shaping, texture, colourwork,
embellishments, finishing and learn how to design and adapt patterns. This comprehensive guide offers a
useful section on crochet for knitting, a glossary of terms, clear instructions and hundreds of illustrations and
diagrams showing each stage of the process. It’ll be the one resource that you will turn to time and time again.
Over 20,000 copies sold worldwide.
Vogue Sewing Crystal McDougald 2006 Since its introduction in 1970, Vogue Sewing has been a consistent
bestseller and sewer's favourite, coverign everything you need to know to create fashionable, professionalquality clothing - from fabric selection and construction basics to advanced pattern alterations and couture
techniques.
The Knitter's Book of Knowledge Debbie Bliss 2015-10-27 Debbie Bliss is one of the world's most
respected knitwear designers, authors, and teachers--and The Knitter's Book of Knowledge is the distillation of
her decades of experience into a single, indispensable reference. With information on everything from needles
and yarns to tensioning and casting on, from basic stitches to buttonholes and beading, from cabling and
entrelac to finishing embellishments, it's the ultimate guide for beginners and experienced knitters alike.
Shawls Two Trisha Malcolm 2008 Projects: fringed shawl, textured shawl, tied shawlette, beaded leaf lace
shawl, wave-pattern shawl, stained glass window shawl, seed-stitch shawl, zigzag lace shawl, double diamond
shawl, ruffled capelet, drop-stitch shawl, scallop-stitch wrap, cabled wrap, textured zigzag shawl, short-row
shawl, triangular garter-stitch shawl, tango shawl, mohair and ribbon wrap, multi-yarn wrap, wave and leaf
shawl, flowers and snowflakes shawl, afghan shawl.
Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible Hitomi Shida 2017-10-10 In the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible knitting guru
Hitomi Shida shares some of her favorite needlework patterns. Shida's strikingly original designs and variations
on every imaginable classic stitch result in intricate patterns that form the basis for beautiful and unique
knitted fashions. This is the perfect book for the experienced knitter who is looking for new stitches that yield
spectacular results! This Japanese knitting book features a wide range of rewarding and intricate stitches
including: cables popcorn stitches twisted stitches edgings and many more… A set of detailed, step-by-step
diagrams show you how to execute all the basic stitches. Instructions and diagrams for a series of small
projects offer practice working with large patterns, lacy patterns, pattern arrangement and round yokes among
other things. The knitting projects include: A classic hat made using large patterns An elegant scarf in lacy

patterns The ever-popular fingerless mittens Thick socks that can be made using various patterns A feminine
collar using round stitching And much more! Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible represents a whole new adventure
for knitters and is sure to become a valued reference for beginning knitters and experts alike.
Vogue Knitting Vogue Knitting Magazine 2002 Briefly traces the history of knitting, discusses yarns, tools, and
basic techniques, and tells how to design, make, finish, and care for knitware.
The Vogue Knitting Project Journal Vogue Knitting magazine 2020-10-06 Whatever your level or project,
TheVogue Knitting Project Journal provides both professional guidance and creative freedom. Casual knitters
will find guided entries for recording essential information, such as needle size and yarns. Experienced knitters
can track alterations to existing patterns. For budding and seasoned knitwear designers alike, there's gridded
paper to draw schematics, knitter's graph paper to create charts, specialized knitter's colorwork graph paper,
and more. With 25 project templates, vital design insight such as project yarn estimates, standard body
measurements, and instructions for drawing schematics and making alterations, this is every knitter's dream
journal.
Vogue(r) Knitting Colorwork Paper Vogue Knitting Magazine 2020-09 Knitters who create their own colorwork
patterns now have a fun, easy new option! Vogue Knitting: Knitter's Colorwork Paper's pages have outlines in
the V shape of an actual knit stitch, not the rectangles of ordinary knitting graph paper--so you can create a
better representation of the finished item. It offers two common knitting gauges (5 stitches by 6 rows AND 6
stitches by 8 rows), allowing for hundreds of patterns, and also works for testing alternative color combinations
of existing patterns.
Vogue(r) Knitting the Ultimate Quick Reference Vogue Knitting Magazine 2019-10 This companion to the
updated edition of Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Knitting Book is the most straightforward, comprehensive onthe-go knitting guide around. With more than 50 additional pages, it covers more techniques than before, from
cast-ons to Kitchener stitch, along with more recent mainstays such as entrelac and brioche. Perfectly sized for
your knitting bag, and with a durable cover and lay-flat binding, it's got all the information you need to handle
any project.
Big Book of Knitting Katharina Buss 2001 “A lavishly illustrated knitting reference particularly strong in its
coverage of both basic techniques and more advanced techniques. Garments illustrating techniques covered in
the book and a section of stitch patterns round out the content of this excellent knitting reference that should
find a place on the shelves of all public library knitting collections.”—Library Journal. “This is a great
book!”—Knitters’ Forum.
The Principles of Knitting June Hemmons Hiatt 2012-02-14 Now featuring new instructions, new
illustrations, and new information, The Principles of Knitting—beloved by knitters everywhere and one of the
most requested out-of-print books for years—finally gets the revision that fans have been clamoring for! A
treasured guide beloved by knitters everywhere, the classic book The Principles of Knitting is finally available
again in a fully revised and updated edition. This is the definitive book on knitting techniques, with valuable
information for everyone from beginners to experienced knitters. June Hiatt presents not only a thorough,
thoughtful approach to the craft, but also a passion for carrying on the art of knitting to future generations.
She has repeatedly tested the various techniques and presents them with clear, easy-to-follow instructions—as
well as an explanation of what each one can contribute to your knitting. Informed by decades of experience
and thousands of hours of practice, this comprehensive resource offers a variety of ways to approach every
skill and technique and offers solutions that can help solve the most challenging aspects of any knitting
project. The Principles of Knitting has been totally rewritten—new instructions, new illustrations, and new
information. While the basics of knitting have not changed much, June’s understanding of the material has
deepened over the last twenty-five years, and she’s eager to share what she has learned with the knitting
world. In addition, the book has been reorganized to make it easier to use and has a gorgeous new design.
Reading The Principles of Knitting is like having a knitting mentor by your side who can answer any knitting
question you have in an honest, intelligent, informed manner.
The Knitting Book Vikki Haffenden 2019-09-10 Everything you need to teach yourself how to knit, from casting
on to creating your own designs. This new edition of DK's knitting bible takes you from beginner to expert, with
hundreds of step-by-step techniques, more than 120 stitch patterns for a variety of knitting stitches, and 20
knitting projects suitable for all abilities. Fully illustrated and easy to use, The Knitting Book is a one-stop
resource for beginners and a rich source of inspiration for avid knitters who want to progress their skills and try
new stitch patterns. Each technique is shown in clear photographic steps and explained with helpful
annotations and arrows, from basic casting on to intricate Fair Isle and cable patterns. A photographic stitch
gallery showcases over 120 different stitches to inspire you - try your hand at everything from garter stitch to

intarsia, or customize projects with your own stitch choices. This updated edition features 10 brand-new
project patterns, including an arm knitting pattern, as well as 10 projects from the original edition that have
been reimagined with new yarns and fresh colors. Simple, clear, and comprehensive, The Knitting Book is the
only book you need to progress your skills and create your own beautiful, unique pieces.
750 Knitting Stitches Erika Knight 2015-08-25 Statement of responsibility inferred from acknowledgments
(page 288).
Norah Gaughan Editors of Vogue Knitting Magazine 2018-09-04 Over the past 30 years, Norah Gaughan has
contributed an astounding 120+ patterns to Vogue Knitting, creating a legacy that will last generations. To
honor her achievements, 40 of her patterns from the magazine are gathered into one volume. From a timeless
cabled vest, her first Vogue Knitting piece published in 1987, to a striking Fair Isle pullover from 2018, each
garment will dazzle knitters.
Vogue Knitting Designer Knits Trisha Malcolm 2001-03 Where did you get that knock-out Calvin Klein? (And,
that to-die-for DKNY? And, isn't that a Joan Vass?) You can count on envy when you show up in any of these
sweaters from the world's top fashion designers - the best of 20 years of Vogue Knitting. With 45 patterns to
choose from, you can knit a closetful of classics, from Adrienne Vittadini's oversized Argyle Cardigan to a softly
elegant, loose-fitting Stitchwork Turtleneck from Perry Ellis, and from Missoni's color-rich one-piece T-Shirt
Pullover to a gently flared Cable Tunic with the distinctive casual, relaxed DKNY style. Plus a selection of the
best contemporary designer handknits, including the playful sophistication of Michael Simon's Gingerbread
Cookie Cardigan and a chenille Cropped Striped Pullover that is signature Todd Oldham. Required skill levels
range from very easy to expert, and each pattern lists its original and substitute yarns.
Vogue Knitting American Collection Trisha Malcolm 2002-03 Over the years, Vogue Knitting magazine, the
knitter's authority, has built a vast archive of incredible patterns - and they're opening up this treasure trove
for you! Inside you'll find over 50 classic and chic handknit garments by today's most talented American
designers - Pam Levy, Lily Chin, Nicky Epstein, Norah Gaughan, Deborah Newton, Kristen Nichlas, Mari Lynn
Patrick, Micele Rose, Elizabeth Zimmerman, and Meg Swenson. The clothes range from casual to dressy, with
something for every occasion and an impressive variety of stitch patterns to choose from. A knitter's - and
fashion-lover's - delight!
Vogue Knitting Soho Publishing LLC. 2019
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